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III. RESULTS

A. Network Setup and Configuration using Plane Waves
For initial testing of the network the scattered fields from the

:4- ' 0 / Ilane wave excitations are used. The data is separated into two
sets each containing 50 cases with a tumor and 50 without.
The ANN is trained on one set and then the other set is used to
test the predictive ability of the network. This was done with
the point receiver placed 4cm from the tumor to collect the

P rtI Frequency(GHz) forward scatter and then 4cm from the tumor to collect the
backscatter. The optimal cutoff was found to be 0.6 for the
forward scatter and 0.55 for the backscatter [11]. The results

... ~~~~canbe seen in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 respectively.
After configuration is completed utilizing the plane waves, Thnlee int in ofno int traivenind.aten

the plane wave excitations are replaced by antennas modeled inrae inthederfomn of theinttetwrk isis consitenst
using the Finite Element Method [9]. The broadband dual- . . . . the network. T

with literature studies which have shown that additive noise in

Frequencyparuate se simulated sigthe ansoft hig the input signal increases the robustness of the network [12].FreqencStuctre Smultor(HFS) oftwre ackge.Thi This iS true up to a certain noise level, after which the network
antenna's symmetry allows for broadband performance and the Thisperformance starts to degrade. Noise levels over 0.3 led to a
polarization can be easily altered by changing which arms are performance in this study. T edwo a

being excited [10]. In reference to Fig. 2, excitation of port 1 resu in the smifedmode ar com arableThe worst
allows horizontal polarization while excitation of port 2 allows g p p

. . . ~~~~~~caseresults published for mammography [2].vertical polarization. By utilizing the same antenna as a
receiver the effect of wave polarization and tumor orientation B. NetworkPerformanceusingBroadbandAntenna
on the statistical detection can be determined. Changing the number of input and hidden nodes allows theDuring the configuration the network was trained and tested network to handle the Scattering Matrix, 5, parameters. Fifty
using the exact field values at the receiver location. It is more input nodes and five hidden nodes showed to provide the best
realistic to use the S parameters which give the ratio of power

r

received to power transmitted. These values are calculated resltsoin th isstuy. the intwor isf in.teronnectd Th
every 1OOMHz within the antennas resonant bandwidth (5- e idaltuor is ored in two ways: ingth ntenan inO=90O direction. The power at the receiving antenna iS10GHz). To accommodate the increase in input data the calculated at each frequency and used to train and test thenumber of input and hidden nodes in the network must network.
increase.

Tested vs. can = 0. 1 Tested vs. cyn = 0.1
False Positives False Positives

False Negatives False Negatives
Correct Identification \ Correct Identification
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Fig. 3: Forward scatter results when trained with a) No Fg :Bcsatrrslswe rie iha oNieb

Noise b)GCT =0.1 C)GC =0.2 andd) CT =0.3 CTn=0.1 C)GCT =0.2 and d)GC =0.3
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Tested vs. cyn = 0.1 Tested vs. cy = 0.1
False Positives False Positives

False Negatives False Negatives
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Fig. 5: Forward scatter results with tumor coinciding with Fig. 6: Forward scatter results with tumor coinciding with

port 1) when trained with a) No Noise b) G11 0.1 c) G11 0.2 port 2 when trained with a) No Noise b) G11 0.1 c) G11 0.2
and d) Cy 0.3 (co-polarization and d) Cy 0.3 (co-polariation)

The receiver antenna also has two ports (port 3 and 4). The wave polarization and tumor orientation has also been shown
531, the power received at port 3 due to port 1, for the two to have an effect on statistical detection.
tumor orientations is used to train and test the network. As The main advantage of Artificial Neural Networks is their
before, 100 cases with a tumor present and 100 cases with no inherent configurability. By simply changing the cutoff value
tumor are simulated and separated into two sets. The network being used the network can be configured for a variety of
is trained on one set and tested against the other set. applications. The cutoff can be chosen using Youden's Index
The optimal cutoff for each of these cases was found to be to maximize the accuracy of the results. Another method that

0.8 using Youden's Index. Using this cutoff the number of has been used is the Modified Youden's Index in which
false positives, false negatives, and correct identifications is weights are used to change the cutoff value. In breast cancer
found. The results for the two orientations can be seen in Fig. detection, it is arguable that a false negative is much worse
5 and Fig. 6. than a false positive. Although a false positive can create
Comparing Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, a couple of trends are apparent. undue stress in a patient, a false negative can lead to a tumor

As seen in the previous results, the overall accuracy of the going untreated and puts the health of the patient at risk.
network improves as small amounts of noise are added to the Additionally, the introduction of undecided results has been
training set. The point at which additional noise starts to explored in previous work in which two cutoff values are used
degrade network performance is at G11=0.3. The overall in an attempt to further minimize false results [11].
accuracy of the network is higher in these tests when the tumorACNWEG NT
coincides with the wave polarization. The difference in theACNWEG NT
accuracy in these results ranges from 50%-6%. This work funded in part by the National Science

Foundation GK-12 Program, the National Science Foundation
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accuracy while still providing real time results. The effect of [3] E.J. Bond, xu Li, S.C. Hagness and B.D. van veen, ";Microwave

imaging via space-time beamforming for early detection of breast
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